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Bill.com Introduces Auto Bill Entry
Auto Bill Entry automatically processes and prepares any uploaded, emailed or faxed
invoices. Users can then review the processed bills and edit them as necessary. To
further reduce time‐consuming data entry, users will be presented with a choice ...

May. 10, 2016

Bill.com, which makes automated cloud payment solutions, has introduced a new
service that streamlines the bill pay process and saves accounting �rms valuable
time. Auto Bill Entry eliminates extraneous data entry by automatically processing
invoices and presenting them for review and approval.

Auto Bill Entry automatically processes and prepares any uploaded, emailed or faxed
invoices. Users can then review the processed bills and edit them as necessary. To
further reduce time‐consuming data entry, users will be presented with a choice
when a new vendor is detected.

“Prior to our using Auto Bill Entry, clients would send us invoices and we’d have to
log in, identify the vendor, code it, �ll out the corresponding information, save it and
submit it. With Auto Bill Entry, it takes half as long or less because you don’t have to
key in anything. The service will evaluate the invoice information to associate it with
an existing vendor or create a new vendor if necessary. All we have to do is quickly
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check and approve the invoice, and it posts,” said Alex Cugini, controller for
SmartBooks.

“Manual processes like data entry drain accounting �rm pro�ts. Auto Bill Entry
solves that problem. It exempli�es the Bill.com commitment to continue to
streamline the client bill pay process so that it results in a quick, ef�cient and
ultimately pro�table service for �rms,” said Vijay Raghuraman, product management
director at Bill.com.

The new Auto Bill Entry will be introduced to Bill.com members over the next
month. It is available for a fraction of the cost of similar services. If you would like be
considered for early participation, visit
http://cash�ow.bill.com/AutoBillEntrySignUp.html.
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